
UIAA  - INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL FOR COMPETITION CLIMBING - ICC
Office: 1, Piazza Perotti – 10143 Torino – Italy - icc.comp@alto5.it

APPLICATION FORM - INTERNATIONAL LICENCES - 2006
FEDERATION Polish Mountaineering Association COUNTRY Poland 
ADDRESS ul. Noakowskiego 10/12, 00-666 Warszawa

COMPETITOR
Family Name Name Sex Date of Birth

(nazwisko) (imię)
(M)
lub
(F)

(data urodzenia)

Address Zip City Country

(ulica i numer domu) (kod 
poczt.) (miasto) Poland

Day Time Phone Evening Time Phone Portable Phone

(nr tel. w ciągu dnia) (nr tel. wieczorem) (nr tel. przenośnego)

I. Obligations of Competitors

By applying for an International Licence the competitor acknowledges the rules of UIAA - 
ICC and commits himself/herself to act according to these rules.

In particular:
- understand and abide by the regulations and rules of the sport and observe the principles of 
good sportsmanship;
- accept, subject to the official appeal procedure, the decisions of the official judges without 
question or protestation and exercise self-restraint at all times;
- refrain from using drugs and other prohibited substances or encouraging others to make use 
of drugs or other prohibited substances;
- treat other competitors, officials and others involved in the practice of the sport with full and 
due respect at all times, both during and outside a competition.

In connection with doping the competitor
- expressly consents to submit to all methods of testing (blood, urine, gases etc.) and any 
medical, clinical or biological testing for the purpose of revealing if a prohibited substance is 
present in his body or to reveal the possible use of prohibited substances or methods; this 
consent being valid for doping tests in connection with a competition as well as outside 
competitions;
- expressly acknowledges the right of WADA to perform out-of-competition tests for UIAA - 
ICC;
- undertakes to inform his mother association in advance of the places he intends to do his 
training;
- expressly acknowledges the right of UIAA - ICC to introduce or to join as a party any 
disciplinary proceedings or arbitration in connection with alleged doping offences of the 
competitor.

(Miejscowość, data) (Podpis zawodnika)
…………………... ……………………………………
(Place and date) (Signature of Competitor)     


